CHAPTER 2: A FOCUS ON ART

On With The Show!
Art is a process that combines inspiration, perspiration, and exhibition. While most
visual artists will agree that we create our art as an emotional response to a personal
perception, and that we draw or paint or sculpt just to please ourselves, artists will also
often agree that tantamount to doing art is showing art.
Recognizing that displaying art is a form of communication, JRAL's earliest plans included staging exhibits in the community, both group shows and one-man exhibits that
showcased the work of individual members, and this tradition remains in place today.
These exhibits allowed artists to share their vision, and, equally important, allowed original art to be accessible to the general public, to people not necessarily thinking about
purchasing art for their homes. Then as now, galleries attract people already thinking
about buying artwork, but community exhibits in banks, churches, libraries, restaurants,
etc., surprise people with art, and suggest to them the notion that they might like original paintings hanging in their own spaces.
So, yes, exhibitions were part of our original mission,
and we started out with a bang! In May and June 1965, JRAL
members participated in the Thalhimers Department Store's
third annual "Focus on Art," also known that year as the
"Virginia Artists Salon Des Refusés." As a historical nod to
the famous Salon Des Refusés of the 19th century French
Impressionists, Thalhimers invited all artists who had submitted work to the Virginia Museum's biennial "Virginia
Artists 1965" exhibition but who were not selected to be in
the Museum show, to exhibit their work at the department
store’s art event. Believing with Thalhimers that the need for
an alternative forum existed, 466 artists accepted their invitation. The Thalhimers “Salon Des Refusés” allowed the
general public to compare their artistic tastes with those of
the Virginia Museum jury, and reinforced the notion that art
which is not endorsed with official recognition still has validity.
The concept was certainly well accepted. Thalhimers and
the Museum worked together to ensure visitation to both
exhibits, including a Gala Premier reception that featured
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chartered buses going back and forth between the Museum and the downtown Richmond department store.
The James River Art League staged its "Focus on Art Salon Des Refusés" exhibit in
the Broad Street windows of the store. Chosen for mention by a local art critic were the
paintings of Charlotte Boyden, William Youngblood, E.B. Southall, Bernard Davis, Martha Anne Hart, and Libby Holdren. (JRAL's 1964-66 History reported that some JRAL
members were selected to exhibit in the Museum's Biennial, but neglected to mention
their names!)
This first exhibit participation by the Art League was well received (Thalhimers invited us back the following year), and the success whetted our appetites for more.
Starting in August 1965, JRAL members hung paintings in a continual rotating exhibition at the Westover Hills Branch Library, and in another bi-monthly rotating exhibit at
the Hull Street branch of Central National Bank. By the summer of 1966, members were
encouraged in the news bulletin to have at least a dozen new paintings ready for the upcoming season, to ensure
participation in all four of
the planned fall/winter
exhibits. "Let everyone
remember,” the author
wrote, “We have a great
thing going for us. Where
else can you find such an
opportunity for public exposure and possible sales?
And pictures are SELLING."
The League staged its
first full-scale group exhibition at Byrd Park's Carillon on October 21-24, 1965.
Ninety-six paintings were
hung in that first show,
joined by ten pieces of
sculpture. Sales could not
be transacted on city
property, but the show
featured hosts and hostesses who gave potential
buyers information on
how to contact the artists,
and
despite
the
restrictions, five sales managed to occur.
News%clippings%from%Richmond%Times4Dispatch%and%Richmond%News%Leader%
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The Carillon exhibit became the
League's signature event for several
years; it was repeated in 1966, and
expanded to ten days in 1967, 1968,
and 1969. Each year's show began
with an opening reception, which
featured an in-depth critique by a
notable local artist.
The perhaps unspoken hope of
every exhibition is sales. While compliments from colleagues and the
community are much appreciated,
there's nothing like a little cash for
validation. So JRAL sponsored a
sidewalk art show and sale at
Southside Plaza in April 1966, to encourage members' productivity and as a fundraising
event: 10% of all sales went to the League treasury. More than 235 works of art were
displayed and sales totaled $250. In 1966, that was a lot of money! The Treasurer, Hope
Davis, reported that paintings priced at $10 sold best, especially still lifes and landscapes. "Ouida Tanner did a lucrative business with her charcoal sketches (20 minutes)
of sidewalk customers, as did Louise Bono doing quick watercolor portraits. Avis Robertson's copper enamel jewelry sold particularly well!"
The sidewalk show was a big hit...the Southside Plaza Merchants Association so appreciated the increased traffic, they treated all participating members to a free meal at
S&W Cafeteria, and invited the Art League back the following year.

First Juried Shows
In 1968, the Art League staged what could
arguably be called its first juried show. Local art
teacher William Packard selected 35 paintings
from those submitted by JRAL members, and
those works were hung in Richmond City Hall
during the month of April. In those days, the
local newspapers' art critics reviewed art shows
by local groups as well as those in well-known
galleries; one such critic was the “Independent
Virginian” writer Ulrich Troubetzkoy. In her
“Art in Richmond” column of April 20, 1968,
JRAL%Exhibit%at%Old%City%Hall%
Troubetzkoy singled out paintings in JRAL’s
City Hall exhibit by William Youngblood, Dr. Glen Allen, Anita Williams, Elsie MacCord, and Hope Davis as “among the more striking pieces in an agreeable and quiet
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rather than provocative show” (a review which possibly could have won the “damning
with faint praise” award!).
However, the James River Art League's historical archives name the group’s “First
Annual Juried Art Exhibit” as one staged at the Jewish Community Center in October,
1973. Jurors Nancy Camden Witt and Bruce Michael Koplin selected 23 members' paintings for the show. This exhibit replaced the annual show at the Carillon.

%%%%JRAL’s%First%Official%Juried%Exhibit%

During the ‘70s, League members continued to
exhibit in JRAL sponsored shows and at many other
exhibit opportunities available in the community.
Azalea Mall and Cloverleaf Mall had become additional Art League sidewalk art show and sale venues, and in 1976 JRAL and the new Bon Air Art
League (later the Bon Air Artists Association) joined
forces for a show in Midlothian. Members' art also
was displayed at the Ridge Cinema, several banks,
the iconic Raleigh Grill, and even on NBC-12's "The
Doug Hill Show." The work of members Elise
Strotmeyer and Patricia Branch were included in
the Valentine Museum's 12th Biennial exhibition of
"Richmond in Paintings & Drawings." Members
Skippy Anderson, William Youngblood and Edith
Schermerhorn won awards at the Virginia State Fair
in 1973, and Youngblood and Ann Allen received
National recognition for their bodies of work.

1976%Joint%Exhibit%
JRAL%&%Bon%Air%Art%League%

1978%Cloverleaf%Mall%Show%
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Art Is Where You Find It
Richmond has long embraced a strong arts community, with the well-reputed art
program at Virginia Commonwealth University, the supportive environment of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, and the wide availability of art classes and gallery spaces.
But increasingly in the latter half of the 20th century, art was also turning up in nooks
and crannies. Richmond Times-Dispatch art critic Robert Merritt discussed in a September 1978 article how Richmonders
could find art in unexpected places. "Right now," he wrote,
"There are probably 100 art exhibitions in progress around
Richmond, and it's surprising how many of those are not in
museums, formal art galleries, or frame shops." Artists were
taking their art to the people...to restaurants, movie theatres,
banks, shopping centers. "Art is everywhere," Merritt said.
Richmond%Times4Dispatch%

JRAL's 1978-79 Gallery Schedule certainly proved that
photo%by%Don%Rypka%
claim. Venues included several banks and savings & loans, a
number of shopping malls, the Richmond Public Library, and Kincaid's Beauty Salon in
Huguenot Village.
JRAL Gallery Chairman George
Haynes was one of several local art
group members interviewed for
Merritt’s 1978 newspaper article. "I
am constantly getting calls from
people who want us to display art,"
Haynes said; "It's free space, and
it's exposure for the artists, but few
of them result in many sales." Another interviewee for that news story was even more critical...Ed
Steinberg of the Richmond Artists
Association questioned the motive
of some "surprise art" venues. "Lots
of times the artists are just being
exploited...just
decorating
the
walls, giving the place free decor,"
he said.

Robert%Merritt’s%1980%review%of%JRAL’s%exhibit%at%
Holy%Comforter%Episcopal%Church%
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Whether that cynical thought
was true or not, it didn't slow
down the use of public spaces for
the display of local art. "Our group
is about 95% hobbyist," Haynes
said; "[They're] not expecting to
make money, just looking to sell
one every now and then to make
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them feel good and to help buy supplies." While this perhaps was an accurate assessment, JRAL in the ‘70s and ‘80s also had its share of artists who exhibited in area
"serious galleries," including Skippy Anderson, Kitty Good, Ruth Woodward, Irene Perry, Charlotte Boyden, William Youngblood, and the aforementioned George Haynes.
The League’s membership has always reflected a diversity benefiting those eager to
learn, and those eager to share their knowledge.
During the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, JRAL staged its annual judged show at Holy
Comforter Episcopal Church on Monument Avenue. Merritt reviewed that exhibit in
1980: "There are certain things one expects to find at a James River Art League exhibition
-- pleasant pictures, colorful landscapes, floral still life, hard-edge portraits and a technical craftsmanship that ranges from the seasoned professional to the passionate
weekend painter. The current show...has all of that."
While the Art League's membership and exhibit opportunities expanded during the
1980s, there remained a definite informality in how the group got things together. Witness this handwritten "Exhibition Schedule" from 1986, which includes the instruction
"Tack this up somewhere.”

1986%Exhibit%Schedule:%“Tack%this%up%somewhere”%
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The pictured schedule makes mention of the Sovran Bank Exhibit scheduled for
April. In the mid-80s, the show at the Sovran Bank Gallery, 12th and Main Streets, was
the annual judged exhibit of JRAL's season. The 1986 exhibit became memorable for the
controversy raised by the inclusion of a nude painting, which was removed early in the
exhibit. Unfortunately, we have no photo of the painting or knowledge of who painted
it, but we do have the exhibit's Guest Book, which contains a rousing and amusing public debate over the inclusion of a nude in the bank's gallery space.

1986%Sovran%Center%Exhibit%guest%book%with%debate%over%nudes%–%Page%1%
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Incidents such as this one ultimately led the League to adopt a rule expressly prohibiting the display of nudes or other controversial artwork in our exhibitions. This was
done out of deference to those institutions that generously invite us to show our work in
public spaces that are not formal art galleries.

1986%Sovran%Center%Exhibit%guest%book%with%debate%over%nudes%–%Page%2%
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Looking back over the first 25 years of our exhibit history, it is clear that as one of the
oldest artist associations in the area, the James River Art League played a significant role
in the growing popularity of art shows in community spaces. We could take some of the
credit for Merritt’s observation that “art is everywhere.”

The Second 25 Years
In 1987, the James River Art
League celebrated its 25th anniversary, and group exhibitions
continued to be a major League
focus. The year's events included
a juried show in the Gellman
Room of the Richmond Public
Library, where 16 works were
selected by juror Reni Gower of
VCU to be displayed. Art critic
Merritt reviewed the show, and
while he continued to be less
than enthusiastic about what he
called "association shows," he
managed to have a few nice
things to say.

Robert%Merritt%1987%review,%Richmond%Times4Dispatch%

In April 1992, a new hostelry opened in Ashland, the Henry Clay Inn. The Inn
planned to exhibit the work of local artists in their Drawing Room Gallery, and they invited JRAL to be the feature artists in July of that year. Each member hung two or three
paintings, and since the Inn quickly became a
popular venue for local artists to display their
work, JRAL members were told, “Here’s our
chance to shine!”
Thanks to active Exhibit Committees, and
Richmond’s warm reception to the arts, JRAL’s
yearly exhibit calendars flourished. For example,
in 1998-99, group exhibitions were hung at the
Richmond Public Library’s Gellman Room, the
Virginia General Assembly Office Building, the
Westwood Racquet Club, the James Center Atrium, the Jefferson Hotel’s TJ’s Restaurant, a couple
of churches, and the Virginia Eye Institute.

Henry%Clay%Inn%1992%

Group exhibit participation, although extensive, was often rather informal for the first decades. Frequently, members would just show up
with their paintings on the day the exhibit was
hung; often there was no way to know how many
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or how few artists would decide to appear. This practice resulted in some heatedly
worded appeals over the years to get organized. Finally, the procedure of signing up in
advance to participate in League exhibits began in the fall of 2002. President Suzie
Counts announced the new process in the September Newsletter: "We are going to start
a new process of signing up, in advance, so we know how many pictures we have to
hang. Everyone who wants to be in the show is entitled to have at least one painting in
each show. If there is more space, then those who have signed up will be contacted to
bring additional paintings.”
Presumably, this procedure made life much easier for the Exhibit and Gallery Committees and more fair for exhibiting members, because the process of organizing and
hanging group exhibits has evolved into its own kind of art form!

First Art Gallery Group Exhibit For JRAL
Throughout the League’s history, some of the more widely recognized JRAL member artists were hanging their work in area art galleries. In the spring of 2004, the Art
League rented wall space at the relatively new Crossroads Art Center, so that all members could exhibit in a gallery setting on a rotating basis, sharing the fee. Also during
those early years of the new century, a number of JRAL members were taking classes at
the For Art’s Sake Gallery and Studio, often winning prizes in that gallery’s student
shows. Other members found opportunities for showing their work at the Uptown Gallery, an artists’ co-op which invited participation by emerging as well as established
artists. It could be argued that members’ individual experiences with these innovative
galleries emboldened them to explore the possibility of staging League group exhibitions
in formal gallery settings.
And the first such exhibition
took place. On October 15, 2004, the
James River Art League celebrated
its 40th Anniversary, culminating
with a judged exhibit and reception
at Crossroads Art Center. This show
was memorable not only for the anniversary it celebrated; according to
what can be found in the Archives,
this exhibition did mark the first
time that JRAL staged a group show
in a formal art gallery.
Exhibiting at Crossroads Art
Center may have been the League’s
th
40 %Anniversary%Crossroads%Art%Center%reception%in%2004%
first experience with gallery group
exhibits, but it wasn’t the last. Since
2004, JRAL has frequently staged group exhibitions at For Art’s Sake, Uptown, and
Crossroads galleries, as well as hanging shows in art and cultural centers in Glen Allen
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and Montpelier. Exhibits in these venues have amplified the League’s reputation and
empowered its individual artists.
While JRAL had exhibited in the James Center Atrium for several years, in 2003 the
League held its first judged exhibit at that Shockoe Slip venue. This show has become the
annual signature event on the League's exhibit calendar, continuing the long James River Art League tradition of judged and juried shows which began in the group's first
decade.
Which brings us to today! In this celebration year of 2014, JRAL has offered a full
calendar of exhibits to highlight the artistry and diversity of member artists. We kicked
off our year-long commemoration with a special group exhibit in the Sidecar Gallery at
Crossroads Art Center. The exhibit, which opened with a reception on March 21 and ran
through May 5, honored "Richmond--The River City" with paintings of iconic sites in the
Greater Richmond area. Forty JRAL member artists hung their work; many of the paintings in the exhibit arose out of the previous year’s Artist Challenge.
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50 %Anniversary%Crossroads%Art%Center%Reception%2014%

The highlight of every Art League exhibit
year is the annual judged exhibit. In 2014, the
12th annual James Center judged show was again
staged in the James Center Atrium (and for the
last week, on the Mezzanine) in downtown
Richmond, June 7-28. Sixty-four member artists exhibited their work. Richmond artist
and instructor Adele Castillo was juror, awarding ribbons in each of three media categories, plus Best in Show. Additionally, people attending the public
reception on voted a “People’s Choice” award.

Mike%Steele%and%his%
2014%Best%in%Show%
painting%

Mike Steele’s acrylic painting of a chickadee confronting an unresponsive stone colleague at the birdbath, entitled “I Said, ‘Good
Morning’,” was named Best in Show. Blue ribbons were awarded
to Shirley Harrington (“Summer Leisure, France 1999”, Oil &
Acrylic), Anne Negus (“Brimming Over with Lace”, Watercolor),
and Nancy Tucker (“Oregon Coast Sunset”, Other Media). The
“People’s Choice” award went to Elizabeth Hood for her graphite
rendition “Contentment.”
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Every exhibit during this anniversary year has been special, and, in fact, every exhibit every year is meaningful to member artists of the James River Art League. We are
extraordinarily appreciative to the venues which partner with JRAL to allow us to share
our artistic visions with the community.
Fifty years ago, 38 artists gathered together to share the creation and exhibition of
their art. In 2014, over 100 member artists continue to do exactly the same thing. Today,
the League’s calendar has exhibits happening virtually every month of the year, in galleries and community spaces of all sizes and descriptions. JRAL continues the tradition
of offering its membership numerous opportunities to display their work, and offering
the general public ample opportunities to enjoy a wide variety of the visual arts.
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